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Let’s start with you:

Leading sustainability consultancy offering 
tailored end-to-end ESG solutions for commercial  
real estate such as:

• Smart buildings

• Climate resilience

• ESG

• Data 



Let’s start with you:



D&I is no longer a nice thing to do…

“Research shows that there is a direct correlation between 

high-skilled immigration and an increase in the level of 

innovation and economic performance in cities and regions.”

World Economic Forum Research up to 2019

“Organisations with more diverse 

management teams have 19%  higher 

revenues due to innovation. “

Boston Consulting Group - Diversity Study

“Organisations with gender or ethnic 

diversity make 15% to 35% more revenue 

and profit than less diverse companies.”

McKinsey - “Diversity Matters” 



Diversity only works if it is inclusive

“Diversity is being invited to the party. 
Inclusion is being asked to dance“

Verna Myers, 

VP of Inclusion Strategy



DEI – the next phase of Diversity and Inclusion?

Diversity:  This is about all the ways in which people differ from identity 
to ethnicity, from gender to orientation and intersectionality, and from 
ability to beliefs etc.

Equity:  This is about the fair treatment, support, access, opportunity, 
and advancement for all people. It’s about fairness and justice for all in 
the organisation.

Inclusion: This is about creating environments in which any individual 
or group can be and feel welcomed, respected, supported, and valued so 
that they can fully participate and contribute.



Challenges faced in setting up a D&I programme

Challenges

• It’s not a core strategy

• It’s difficult to talk about

• Time and resources are lacking

• Budget is lacking

• It feels like a huge task

• People fear failure or change

• Not knowing where to start



What could D&I at Evora cover?

Strategic Thinking

Education

Recruitment



What could D&I at Evora cover?

Engagement

Retention

Brand-Building



D&I at Evora – how far could you go on your D&I Journey?

Foundational Developmental Progressive Mature

Diagnostic & research to find 
the best starting point

Reporting back to the Board 
and SLT Sponsor and initial 
D&I team

Devising a Foundational D&I 
Strategy to last for one year

Encouraging voluntary 
involvement across team 
members who also have a 
day-job

Identifying and agreeing first 
actions from HR – usually 
around attraction, recruiting 
and onboarding

Identifying and agreeing first 
actions via the D&I team –
usually awareness training, 
events and comms

Start mentoring/reverse 
mentoring

First D&I Event to celebrate 
start of journey and what’s 
been achieved. 

HR policies and actions all 
viewed through a D&I lens

Regular inclusion of D&I 
training across the company

D&I Manager recruited

D&I Programme instigated 
including events, initiatives

Data from year 1 used to 
benchmark achievements 
including D&I hiring, training 
and engagement

Strategy planned for 
maximising opportunities 
across all D&I levels 
appropriate to the company

Shadow board and Innovation 
Hubs created with rotations

Twice-yearly internal D&I 
event

Intranet , Website & Social 
Media are  building the D&I 
position and supporting the 
brand

External partnerships 
undertaken with key clients or 
stakeholders

Data shows positive progress.

D&I team is established with 
rotating roles and team 
members to ensure 
momentum continues

All business processes are 
viewed through a D&I lens

Specific initiatives are 
planned across the company’s 
global footprint and rotated

D&I is seen as a mission-
critical purpose & strategy

There is an SLT D&I role

Intranet,  Website & Social 
Media continue promoting 
the D&I position and 
supporting the brand

External D&I partnerships 
continue

Management & Leadership 
development includes D&I 
training

Data shows positive progress

External benchmarking 
continues with awards and 
conferences

Having a secondment to  the 
D&I team is seen as part of 
key development



Five Pillars for the D&I Working Group to consider

Confirm your overall strategy – i.e. what you’d like to achieve, across these key pillars

1. Attraction & Recruitment (i.e. hiring policy to include clear D&I guidelines)

2. Onboarding & Induction (i.e. including D&I training for all new hires at every level 
during induction) 

3. Engagement & Communications (including Communications, Events and Learning & 
Development)

4. Leadership and line management (including actions for key managers and leaders)

5. Data (including success measures/metrics and survey results year on year)



Key Questions across the Five Pillars

Discuss, agree, and execute against these 4 questions: 

▪ What actions can be taken across these five pillars?

▪ Which member of the working group will initiate or 
implement these agreed actions?

▪ What are the deadlines for these actions to be taken 
in 2021?

▪ How will the actions/updates be communicated to 
team leads/execs for them to cascade to their teams?



Where to start? With a Road Map

Complete 
Diagnostic

Set Post-Flip 
Activity

The D&I 
Journey has 

begun

Board 
sponsor

Report to 
sponsor/board

Run Diagnostic

Working Party
Charter

Mentoring & 
Reverse Mntg.

Quarterly Comms & 
Annual Event

Awareness 
Training

1st Year 
D&I Plan

Hiring 
Programme

Induction
Prog.



Some ideas for you to consider now

Here are just some ideas:

▪ Mix teams, create “dream teams” and rotate team 
members

▪ Create additional roles to encourage contribution 
and participation – again rotated

▪ Teach colleagues how to talk about D&I and call 
out concerns

▪ Provide catch-up training to those who have had 
career breaks or other challenges to their career



And what about us?

2011

3

6

£1700



And what about us?



And what about us?



Thanks very much – any questions?

Email: henry@talenttio.com
Website:  https://www.intergenerationalexpert.com/
LinkedIn:  https://www.linkedin.com/in/henryroselee/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/HenryRoseLee
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/groups/InterGenWorkplace
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